Valley Blinds, Star House, Star Road, Hillingdon, Middlesex, UB10 0QH
tel: 020 8561 9187 - fax: 020 8561 0890
email: mail@valleyblinds.co.uk - web: www.valleyblindsonline.co.uk
The Valley Blinds range of curtain tracks is one or the most comprehensive available. There is a Valley Blinds track for almost every application, from the lightest of net tracks to heavy-duty corded or motorised tracks for large or heavy curtains.

The hand-drawn tracks shown here are each designed to be strong, reliable, and to give years of trouble-free use. The range comprises 12 different track profiles, all manufactured from aluminium with high-grade plastic components, and complete with a choice of sturdy and unobtrusive brackets.

Hand drawn curtain tracks, as well as being economical and simple to operate, are often the preferred option in public areas where many different persons may draw the curtains. When specifying hand drawn tracks, window size, curtain weight, usage intensity, fixing requirements and aesthetics should all be assessed, allowing the most appropriate track to be selected. The details on these pages will enable the specifier to make informed decisions with reference to these requirements, thus ensuring that Valley Blinds hand drawn curtain tracks will give optimum performance and lasting satisfaction.

Valley Blinds curtain tracks are available through a nationwide network of distributors / customers, with experienced installation and service teams providing an unrivalled level of support.

Maintenance
All Valley Blinds hand drawn curtain tracks are designed to require little or no maintenance. The tracks and components are made from durable materials that will not corrode in normal use. In the event of damage most components are replaceable. Tracks with gliders may be lubricated occasionally with a sparing application of silicone to retain sliding efficiency. Tracks with roller runners should not be lubricated. Spare parts may be obtained from the manufacturers.
System 5000W

- Top-fix track, normally mounted on wood
- Aluminium track with neat and unobtrusive design
- Widely used in motor vehicles, caravans, boats and aircraft
- For use with lightweight curtains and nets
- Pre-drilled at 125mm centres
- Standard colour: white; other colours to order
- Gliders at 16 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 5000 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White, top-fixed track with end-stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

System 5200W

- Top-fix track, for direct fixing or by top-fix brackets
- Attractive aluminium track with smooth rounded profile
- For light to medium weight curtains and nets
- Pre-drilled at 200mm centres
- Standard colour: white; other colours to order
- Can be bent - minimum radius 120mm
- Gliders at 16 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 5200 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White, top-fixed track with end-stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus
Valley Blinds

System 5400W

- Top or face-fix aluminium track
- For lightweight curtains and nets
- Standard colour: white; other colours to order
- Can be bent - minimum radius 100mm
- Gliders at 16 per metre

**Specification:** Valley Blinds System 5400 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top-fix brackets, end-stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

System 5500W

- Aluminium track for top or face-fixing
- Neat, contemporary appearance
- For lightweight curtains and nets
- Available in white or grey finish
- Can be bent - minimum radius 120mm
- Gliders at 16 per metre

**Specification:** Valley Blinds System 5500 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White/grey finish, with face/top-fix brackets, end-stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus
System 5600W

- Slim and rigid aluminium track for face or top-fixing
- Attractive design suitable for domestic or contract use
- May be used with deep curtain headings
- For medium weight curtains
- Standard colour: white; other colours to order
- Can be bent - minimum radius 100mm
- Gliders at 16 per metre

System 5600VW

- Same attractive design but with Velcro strip on front face
- Ideal for the simple attachment of pelmets or valances

Specification: Valley Blinds System 5600/5600V hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds.
White track with face/top-fix brackets, end stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

System 5800W

- Strong, round profile aluminium track suitable for contract use
- Attractive design for medium weight curtains
- For face or top-fixing, or suspended on hanger rods
- Standard colour: white; other colours to order
- Can be bent - minimum radius 300mm
- Gliders at 16 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 5800 hand drawn round aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds.
White track with face/top-fix brackets, end stops, and gliders at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus
**System 6200W**

- Very sturdy aluminium track suitable for contract use
- For medium to heavy curtains
- May be face or top-fixed, using strong steel brackets
- Standard colour: white
- Can be bent – minimum radius 120mm
- Low friction roller runners at 16 per metre

**Specification:** Valley Blinds System 6200 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top-fix brackets, end stops, and roller runners at 16 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

**Kestrel**

This track is available on the Kestrel Magnetic Suspension System as an anti-ligature track for the prevention of self-harm in mental health areas. For further information contact Valley Blinds.

**System 6400W**

- Heavy-duty aluminium track for domestic or contract use
- Ideal for large or heavy curtains
- With face or top-fix brackets
- Standard colour white; other colours to order
- Can be bent – minimum radius 120mm
- Version 1 has gliders at 16 per metre
- Version 2 has heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre

**Specification:** Valley Blinds system 6400 hand drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top-fix brackets, end stops, and gliders at 16 per metre (6400-1) / heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre (6400-2).

Please refer to NBS Plus
System 6700W

- Heavy-duty system suitable for large areas
- Ideal for stage curtains in auditoria and lecture theatres
- Top-fix as standard, with option of face-fix brackets
- Standard colour white
- Can be bent - minimum radius 350mm
- Heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 6700 heavy-duty cord drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top-fix brackets and heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

System 6800W

- Stylish and modern round aluminium
- Heavy-duty double channel system for very large or heavy curtains
- Suitable for stage curtains in auditoria or lecture theatres
- Very strong aluminium track
- Direct top-fix
- Standard colour white
- Heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 6800 Heavy-duty double channel cord drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus
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The cord drawn tracks shown here are designed to be strong and reliable, and will give years of trouble-free use. They are all manufactured from aluminium, with high-grade plastic components, and are available with a choice of sturdy and unobtrusive brackets.

Valley Blinds cord drawn curtain tracks are widely specified where a touch of luxury is required, or where ease of use is a primary consideration. Their smooth, quiet operation and elegant appearance make them at home in the most demanding environments. When selecting a track, window size, curtain weight, usage intensity, fixing requirements and aesthetics should all be assessed, allowing the most appropriate track to be specified. The details on these pages will enable an informed choice to be made, thus ensuring that Valley Blinds cord drawn curtain tracks will give optimum performance and lasting satisfaction.

Valley Blinds curtain tracks are available through a nationwide network of distributors / customers, with experienced installation and service teams providing an unrivalled level of support.

Maintenance
All Valley Blinds cord drawn curtain tracks are designed to require little or no maintenance. The tracks and components are made from durable materials that will not corrode in normal use. In the event of damage most components are replaceable. Tracks with gliders may be lubricated occasionally with a sparing application of silicone to retain sliding efficiency. Tracks with roller runners should not be lubricated. Spare parts may be obtained from the manufacturers or their distributors.
System 7700W

- Heavy-duty system suitable for large areas
- Ideal for stage curtains in auditoria and lecture theatres
- Top-fix as standard, with option of face-fix brackets
- Standard colour white
- Can be bent - minimum radius 350mm
- Heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 7700 heavy-duty cord drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top-fix brackets, end pulleys, operating cord, and heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus

System 7800W

- Stylish and modern round aluminium
- Heavy-duty double channel system for very large or heavy curtains
- Suitable for stage curtains in auditoria or lecture theatres
- Very strong aluminium track with 6mm operating cord
- Direct top-fix
- Standard colour white
- Heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre

Specification: Valley Blinds System 7800 Heavy-duty double channel cord drawn aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with end pulleys, operating cord, and heavy-duty roller runners at 12 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus
Sections shown full size
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Valley Blinds electric tracks represent the ultimate in curtain control. Not only do they lend support to an ambience of success and luxury, they are also eminently practical. At the touch of a button they will glide into action, smoothly, quietly, and with an effortless power that ensures lasting satisfaction. A large range of control systems is available, from a simple wall switch to radio remote handsets, or even complete integration into intelligent building control.

The electric tracks shown here are designed for strength and reliability, and will give years of trouble-free use. They are all manufactured from aluminium, with high-grade plastic components and sturdy, unobtrusive brackets. When selecting a track, window size, curtain weight, usage intensity, fixing requirements and aesthetics should all be assessed, allowing the most appropriate track to be specified.

Valley Blinds curtain tracks are available through a nationwide network of distributors / customers, with experienced installation and service teams providing an unrivalled level of support.

Maintenance
All Valley Blinds electric curtain tracks are designed to require little or no maintenance. The tracks and components are made from durable materials that will not corrode in normal use. In the event of damage most components are replaceable. Tracks with gliders may be lubricated occasionally with a sparing application of silicone to retain sliding efficiency. Tracks with roller runners should not be lubricated. Spare parts may be obtained from Valley Blinds.
System 8500W

- Robust curtain track with range of powerful motors.
- Low-cost motorisation with high weight capacity and simple controls.
- 240v AC motors with four power ratings.
- Heavy duty overlap, suitable for both light and heavy weight curtains.
- Roller runners for long-term lubricant-free operation.
- Radio remote and group control options available.
- Low noise textile belt
- Easy to set limit stops
- Compatible with most intelligent building control systems
- Can be bent to suit almost all situations

Specification: Valley Blinds System 8500/45 electric aluminium curtain track as manufactured by Valley Blinds. White track with face/top fix brackets, roller runners, and 240v AC motor.

Curtain Weight Guide: 30, 45 & 80 Watt Motors